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ABSTRACT
Line-edge roughness (LER) is often measured from top-down critical dimension scanning electron microscope
(CD-SEM) images. The true three-dimensional roughness profile of the sidewall is typically ignored in such
analyses.

We study the response of a CD-SEM to sidewall roughness (SWR) by simulation. We generate random rough
lines and spaces, where the SWR is modelled by a known power spectral density. We then obtain corresponding
CD-SEM images using a Monte Carlo electron scattering simulator. We find the measured LER from these
images, and compare it to the known input roughness.

We find that, for isolated lines, the SEM measures the outermost extrusion of the rough sidewall. The result
is that the measured LER is up to a factor 2 less than the true on-wafer roughness. The effect can be accurately
modelled by making a top-down projection of the rough edge. Our model for isolated lines works fairly well for
a dense grating of lines and spaces, as long as the trench width exceeds the line height.

Keywords: Scanning electron microscopy, Line edge roughness, Sidewall roughness, Metrology, Monte Carlo
methods

1. INTRODUCTION
As lithography techniques move towards smaller and smaller features, line-edge roughness (LER) becomes an
increasingly important parameter. Consequently, accurate metrology of LER has generated plenty of interest in
recent years.1–3

LER is usually measured from top-down critical dimension scanning electron microscope (CD-SEM) images.
As CD-SEM is a two-dimensional imaging technique, the profile along the vertical direction is not easily accessible.
Most studies of LER metrology by SEM therefore ignore the 3D roughness profile along the sidewall’s vertical
direction. In this work, we will use the term LER when referring to the roughness of the measured line profile
in a CD-SEM image. Sidewall roughness (SWR) will refer to the physical roughness of the on-wafer profile.

SWR can be measured by, for example, tilted or cross-section SEM, or atomic force microscopy (AFM).
Thick resist films exhibit near-isotropic SWR after development.4,5 Strong anisotropy is typically observed after
etch.4,6,7 Thin resists used for recent technology nodes show strong anisotropy with striations in the vertical
direction.8,9

The influence of SWR on CD-SEM images has been experimentally investigated by Foucher et al.5,10 and
Fouchier et al.11,12 These experimental studies show that 3σ LER measured from CD-SEM can be significantly
less—by more than a factor 2—compared to the 3σ SWR measured by AFM∗.

E-mail: L.C.P.M.vanKessel@tudelft.nl
E-mail: Thomas.Huisman@asml.com
E-mail: C.W.Hagen@tudelft.nl
∗Fouchier et al.11,12 conclude that the LER measured by CD-SEM matches the SWR measured by AFM very well, if

the roughest upper layers of the feature are discarded from the AFM data. However, it is likely that the SEM is most
sensitive to the upper layers, in which case figure 8 from Ref. 11 indicates the difference could be a factor 2.
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Figure 1. Sketch of the line profile studied in this work. We start with a trapezoidal structure. The sidewalls are randomly
displaced by a roughness model, while the top and substrate remain flat. Also shown is our choice of coordinate system
and definition of sidewall angle α. In the main text, we only consider lines with α = 90◦. Different sidewall angles are
used in appendix A.

Simulation studies have also been performed.13–15 These studies start with a known geometry and obtain
corresponding CD-SEM images using full electron scattering simulations. These simulation studies all confirm
that the measured 3σ LER can be up to a factor 2 less than the true 3σ SWR. However, none of them attempt
to explain where this bias comes from, or how the measured power spectral density (PSD) corresponds to the
true physical PSD.

In this study, we model the most dominant effect for the bias between LER and SWR, and show how the
observed PSD is related to the physical PSD. We do this by simulation. We generate line-space patterns with
random rough sidewalls using a model PSD. We then obtain corresponding top-down SEM images using a Monte
Carlo electron scattering simulator. We find the measured LER by extracting the contours from these images,
computing the measured PSD and subtracting the white noise floor. This unbiased measured roughness can then
be compared to the input roughness.

The method of generating random features, simulating a SEM image, and extracting contours, is described
in section 2. We first show results for the simple case of no roughness in the vertical direction in section 3. In
section 4, we move to isolated lines with 3D roughness. Dense line-space patterns are studied in section 5.

2. METHOD
We study a pattern of lines and spaces in resist. We start with perfectly trapezoidal lines. The sidewalls are
always vertical, except in appendix A. The sidewalls of these lines are then modulated by random roughness
according to a model PSD (section 2.1). To guarantee that the geometry never self-intersects, there is no
roughness on top of the lines. The situation is sketched in figure 1. A more complete study should include top
and bottom corner rounding, and have roughness everywhere.

We then use a simulator of electron-matter interaction (section 2.2) to obtain the corresponding SEM image.
Contours are extracted from this image using a thresholding method (section 2.3). The resulting measured power
spectrum can then be compared to the known input PSD.

The resist lines are made of PMMA, the substrate is silicon. We have performed the same study with silicon
lines on a silicon substrate, with very similar results. This gives confidence that the results are general: they are
dominated by the geometry of the sample and not material contrast.

2.1 Generation of Rough Features
We use the method of Thorsos16 to generate rough sidewalls. As explained by Mack,17 the variance of the
data produced by this method is biased compared to the intended value. Additionally, because the roughness is
periodic, the shape of the PSD is biased if the length of the feature is on the order of the correlation length.

The bias is small when ∆x ≪ ξ ≪ L, where ∆x is the grid spacing, ξ is the correlation length of the roughness
spectrum, and L is the total size of the domain. In the direction along the line, this requirement is automatically
satisfied by our choices of ∆x, ξ and L. In the vertical direction, however, it is often the case that ξ is close to L
or larger. Our solution is to use the Thorsos method to generate much higher sidewalls than required, and using
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only a section of the desired size. After this step, the generated PSD closely follows the intended profile. Any
remaining bias between the target and true 3σ SWR is small, but we subtract the mean and scale the amplitudes
to guarantee that the 3σ SWR is exactly as intended.

We use the following model PSD:

PSD(fy, fz) =
4πHξyξzσ

2

[1 + (2πfyξy)2 + (2πfzξz)2]
H+1

. (1)

This is the PSD suggested by Palasantzas,18 modified to allow for different correlation lengths ξy and ξz in the
y and z directions, respectively. H is the Hurst exponent, which is the same in all directions, and σ is the
root-mean-square roughness. f is the spatial frequency, 1/wavelength.

The one-dimensional version of this PSD is given by

PSD(f) =
Γ(H + 1

2 )

Γ(H)

2
√
πξσ2

[1 + (2πfξ)2]
H+1/2

, (2)

where Γ(x) is the gamma function.

2.2 SEM Simulator
SEM images are simulated using a Monte Carlo electron tracing method. Electrons can undergo three types of
scattering: elastic, in which electrons are deflected but keep their energy; inelastic, in which electrons lose energy
and may create a secondary electron; and boundary crossing.

Elastic scattering is described by Mott scattering, calculated by solving the Dirac equation in a model
potential around an atom. We use the ELSEPA program19 to compute these cross sections. At low energies
(< 100 eV), we transition to electron–acoustic phonon scattering, as described by Schreiber and Fitting.20

Inelastic scattering is described by a dielectric function model. We use measured optical data,21 extended
to nonzero momentum by the full Penn algorithm.22 Our numerical implementation follows the description of
Shinotsuka et al.23

Finally, near a material interface, an electron may be either reflected or transmitted and refracted due to
the difference in inner potential. We use a simple quantum mechanical step function model to determine these
coefficients.

Our simulator runs on graphics cards using the method of Verduin et al.24 to allow a large-scale simulation
study. A typical simulation run, with more than 10 million triangles making up the rough line geometry and
more than 200 million primary electrons at 300 eV landing energy, takes less than 10 minutes on an Nvidia
GTX1080.

2.3 Contouring Method
A large variety of contouring methods is available in the literature. The reason why this large variety exists
is that a simple thresholding method is plagued by robustness issues due to SEM noise. Filtering solves the
robustness issue, but filters along the direction of the line must be avoided because they inevitably also affect
the LER signal.

Alternative methods based on fitting reference linescan models25,26 do not rely on filtering or a threshold,
and work well even for very noisy images. However, such methods assume that the linescan—and with it, the
sidewall’s vertical profile—is the same for every position along the line. The applicability of these methods has
not yet been proven for features with SWR, and therefore, we do not use such a method.

We opted for a simple thresholding method, with minimal filtering to make it robust. We have set the
threshold to 60% between the minimum and maximal signal of every linescan. This value does not significantly
influence our results, unless the feature has a sidewall angle or the trenches are narrower than the height of the
lines. These situations are further discussed in appendix A. We use a σ = 1nm Gaussian blur in the direction
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perpendicular to the line. Note that this filter does not operate along the line, and hence does not affect the
measured PSD.

Despite this, the SEM signal in a linescan may cross the threshold multiple times. Only when the slope
is as expected (i.e. positive for a left edge, negative for a right edge) do we consider a threshold crossing as a
candidate for edge detection. In the exceedingly rare case that there are still multiple candidates, we select the
one closest to the mean edge position.

Because this is a simulation study, we can make the noise levels in the SEM images arbitrarily low. We have
used 100 electrons per pixel, and disabled Poisson shot noise from the electron source. This gives images that
are less noisy than those from a real CD-SEM. In reality, due to shrinking and charging effects, one should use
much lower doses when acquiring a SEM image. A more sophisticated contouring algorithm is then required.

We now have a set of measured edge positions, one for each edge in the image. The PSDs for each of these
edges can be determined and averaged. Though the contouring method always finds a reasonable edge position,
it remains sensitive to statistical noise of the SEM. Assuming that the noise is uncorrelated from pixel to pixel,
this manifests itself as a white “noise floor”, which can be subtracted from the measured PSD.3,27

If the noise floor is very low, the measured PSD is not always completely flat at high frequencies. We measure
the height of the floor by fitting the function

PSD(f) = a f−b e−cf2

+ d (3)

on a log-scale to the highest half of the frequencies. The f−b term represents the typical power-law behaviour at
high frequencies. The e−cf2 term accounts for possible additional quenching of high frequencies due to the finite
width of the electron beam. d is the actual noise floor.

Though equation (3) makes a lot of assumptions about the shape of the PSD at high frequencies, we only
use this procedure to measure d. The value of d is not very sensitive to the exact form of the fit function, but
we chose equation (3) because it can be physically justified.

3. NO VERTICAL ROUGHNESS
We first study the case without vertical roughness. We use the PSD of equation (2) with σ = 1nm, ξ = 10nm
and H = 0.5.

The measured PSD, for an infinitely narrow electron beam with 300 eV landing energy, is shown in figure 2a.
It also shows the measurement of the noise floor using the fit of equation (3). Figure 2b shows the same PSD,
with the noise floor subtracted. The measured PSD differs from the input PSD only in the very high frequencies.
This divergence is most likely due to uncertainty in the noise floor measurement due to our choice of fitting
function. We have run the same simulation with different electron beam landing energies (300 eV, 800 eV and
3000 eV). The results were practically indistinguishable from figure 2b. This implies that the high-frequency
divergence in figure 2b is not due to the electron scattering cascade or material parameters.

In figures 2c and 2d, we use a more realistic Gaussian profile for the electron beam. The full width containing
50% of the current (FW50) is 3 nm, similar to current CD-SEMs. The effect of this finite spot size is a suppression
of the PSD at higher frequencies. This can be modelled by convoluting the PSD of the line by the PSD of the
spot. The blurring effect due to the finite spot size is a very dominant effect.

Because the effect of a finite electron beam spot size can be modelled well with a convolution, all future
simulations in this work will be performed with an infinitely sharp beam.

4. ISOLATED LINES
We now also add roughness in the vertical direction according to equation (1). For simplicity, we consider isolated
lines first, before going to dense lines & spaces in the next section.

We will use the following simplistic model to understand the results. A typical SEM signal is bright when the
beam lands near a sharp edge, because electrons may escape from the side. We may expect that, when the beam
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Figure 2. The input PSD (black curve) is compared to the PSD measured from simulated SEM images (red curves). There
is no roughness in the vertical direction. The figures on the left show the measurement of the noise floor, the figures on
the right show the result after noise floor subtraction. In (a) and (b) the electron beam is infinitely sharp; in (c) and (d)
the electron beam has a Gaussian profile with 3 nm FW50. The dashed curve in (d) indicates the input PSD convoluted
with the SEM spot.

Figure 3. Illustration of the projection model. An example 3D rough line is shown. The contour of every slice of the
geometry is projected onto the plane above the feature (grey lines). The red lines follow the outermost extrusions of the
grey lines. The projection model assumes that the SEM observes this red line.
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Figure 4. Typical SEM image of an isolated 3D rough line. The contour detected by the contouring algorithm (red curve),
as well as the contour of the top slice (purple) and the projection model (blue) are overlaid. This is an 80 nm high line
with σ = 1nm, ξy = ξz = 10nm, and H = 0.5.

lands on an extrusion on the rough sidewall, the SEM signal is also very bright. This means the SEM contour
will go around all extrusions as seen from the top. We call this the “projection model”, which is illustrated in
figure 3.

Numerically, the projection model can be quantified by generating a random 3D rough sidewall. Then, at
each position along the line, the maximum excursion in the vertical direction is taken. In this paper, we repeat
this procedure for a very large number of sidewalls and find the average PSD. We have not been able to find an
analytical expression.

The projection model gives a vertical averaging effect. If the correlation length in the vertical direction, ξz, is
very large, the structure looks like there is no roughness in the vertical direction. Hence, the measured PSD will
be similar to the PSD of a single slice of the structure. If ξz is very small, the projection model averages over
many correlation lengths in the vertical direction. Hence, the observed mean edge position will shift outwards,
and the roughness will be less than that of a single slice. The amount of averaging depends on the number of
correlation lengths in the vertical direction: scaling both the height of the feature and ξz by the same factor
gives the same final result.

A typical SEM image of an isolated 3D rough line is shown in figure 4. This figure also shows the contours
detected by the contouring algorithm, the true contour of the top slice of the line, and the projection model’s
contour. By eye, it is clear that the projection model predicts the SEM contour quite well.

The accuracy of the projection model can be verified by comparing its predicted PSD to the measurement by
the SEM. Such a comparison is shown in figure 5. The agreement between the projection model and the SEM
measurement is excellent. The SEM measurement slightly underestimates the signal at very high frequencies,
similarly to the situation of figure 2.

It is clear from figure 5 that the measured 3σ LER (given by the area below the blue curve), is biased
significantly compared to the true 3σ SWR (given by the area below the black curve). This is consistent with
the simulation and experimental studies mentioned in the introduction.5,10–15

Figure 6 shows the bias of measured 3σ values for a range of ξz/h, where h is the height of the feature. We
have included the effect of the CD-SEM’s spot size in this figure. The full SEM simulations were done with a
Gaussian electron beam spot. The projection model was convolved with the appropriate spot PSD (as in figure
2). The agreement between the projection model and the full simulations is quite satisfactory.

Interpreted differently, figure 6 predicts that measured LER scales with film thickness if the on-wafer SWR
is constant. This is a pure metrology effect. It is consistent with previous experimental observations,28,29 where
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Figure 5. The input PSD of a single slice in the sidewall (black curve) is compared to the PSD predicted by the projection
model (red) and the PSD measured by SEM (blue). This figure was made for the same parameters as figure 4.
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Figure 6. Comparing the bias in 3σ LER predicted by the projection model (solid curve) to observation from SEM images
for a range of heights (points). The dashed black line indicates the true 3σ SWR. This figure was made for ξy = 10nm
and H = 0.5. A 3 nm FW50 Gaussian spot for the CD-SEM is included in these simulations.
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Figure 7. The bias in measured correlation length, for four different choices of Hurst exponent. The horizontal axis
indicates the number of correlation lengths in the vertical direction. The vertical axis shows the measured correlation
length, relative to the true correlation length along the line. The lines are predictions from the projection model, full
SEM simulations are not shown.

LER is seen to increase as resist thicknesses are reduced. It is possible that a similar metrology component plays
a role in those experimental studies, in addition to any change in on-wafer roughness.

As shown by Verduin et al.,15 the correlation length measured by CD-SEM is biased if there is roughness
in the vertical direction. We quantify this effect in figure 7. According to the projection model, only the ratio
ξmeasured/ξy is biased: scaling ξy results in a scaling of the PSD to lower or higher frequencies, while the shape
is preserved.

The bias in measured correlation length shows an interesting trend. If there are many correlation lengths
in the vertical direction (small ξz/h), the measured correlation length is significantly smaller than the true
correlation length in the horizontal direction. When the structure is approximately two correlation lengths
high, the measured correlation length peaks at a larger value than the true correlation length in the horizontal
direction. For large ξz/h, the situation becomes similar to the case when there is no vertical roughness, and the
bias disappears.

It can be seen in figure 5 that the projection model gives a lower Hurst exponent than the input PSD. We
quantify this bias in figure 8 by numerically evaluating the projection model. The bias is almost linear, but
it depends on ξz/h. The fact that the bias decreases as ξz/h increases is expected, as an absence of vertical
roughness should make the measured PSD equal the input PSD.

We conclude this section by restating that the projection model predicts the SEM contour and its PSD
very well for isolated lines. The projection model follows from purely geometrical arguments. This makes it
very simple to understand and quantify. We did not attempt to find an analytical expression for the projection
model PSD, but it is computationally very cheap to find numerical approximations by brute-force Monte Carlo
simulation. This enables building a large library to translate “projected PSDs” back to the true sidewall PSD.

5. DENSE LINES AND SPACES
We are now interested in the more common situation of a dense pattern with 50% lines and 50% spaces. An
example SEM image is shown in figure 9.

Comparing figure 9 to 4, we observe that some parts of the sidewall are darker in the dense line-space pattern.
It is likely that electrons escaping from lower layers of the structure are blocked by the neighbouring walls. As
a result, those deeper layers show up darker in the SEM image. The SEM contour is sensitive only to roughness
which shows up brighter than the contouring threshold. Therefore, the projection model does not predict the
SEM contour as well as it did for the case of purely isolated lines.
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Figure 9. Same as figure 4, with trenches between the lines. The lines are 80 nm high, trenches are 32 nm wide.
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Figure 11. The bias in measured 3σ LER as a function of trench width. These simulations were done for 40 nm high lines,
with ξy = ξz = 10nm and H = 0.5.

As a first approximation, we may assume that the SEM is sensitive to roughness up to a certain “cutoff
depth”. We therefore investigate a “cutoff projection model”, which assumes that the SEM contour follows the
most extreme extrusion of the line above a certain depth. A typical result is shown in figure 10. This result
was obtained by tuning the projection model’s cutoff depth such that its low-frequency PSD(0) matches the
measured PSD(0).

The match between model and measured PSDs in figure 10b is much worse than in figures 2 and 5. High
frequencies are much more suppressed in the SEM image than the simple cutoff projection model predicts. The
same is also clear from the real-space figure 10a, where the cutoff projection model does not follow the SEM
contour very closely despite our efforts to match the PSDs. This indicates that the cutoff projection model is
too simplistic.

The relation between the measured PSD and the contouring threshold is discussed in appendix A.
We now ask under what conditions lines can be considered “isolated enough” for the projection model (without

cutoff) to be applicable. Figure 11 shows how the measured 3σ values evolve as trenches become wider. When
the trench is wider than the feature height, the projection model predicts the measured 3σ value quite well. The
projection model becomes worse as the trenches get narrower than the line height.
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6. CONCLUSION
We have studied the influence of SWR on LER measured by top-down CD-SEM. This was done by generating
features with known SWR, simulating corresponding CD-SEM images and measuring LER from those images.

We have verified that the popular method of PSD analysis works very well if the structures have no roughness
in the vertical direction. The dominant factor limiting the measurement of the true on-wafer PSD is the electron
beam’s spot size. This causes a blurring effect, suppressing the PSD at high spatial frequencies.

If the structures are isolated and rough in the vertical direction, the CD-SEM observes the outermost extrusion
over the full height of the structure. We believe that this simple geometrical interpretation will continue to work
well for arbitrary feature shapes. We have verified it for trapezoids with a sidewall angle (see appendix A) and
lines with roughness on the top (appendix B), but the general case needs further study.

As a result of this projection effect, the PSD measured by the SEM is biased significantly. Especially the 3σ
LER, which is often considered the most important quantity, suffers heavily from this bias.

For dense lines and spaces, the situation is complicated by the fact that the SEM is less sensitive to the lower
layers. If the trenches are as wide as, or wider than, the height of the lines, the SEM can still be seen to measure
the outermost extrusion if the contouring threshold is low enough. Under those circumstances, the conclusions
for isolated lines carry over to the dense case as the dense lines are “isolated enough”. If the lines are higher than
the trench width, we found no simple model that fully explains the SEM’s behaviour. This is open for further
research.

APPENDIX A. CONTOURING THRESHOLD
Throughout this paper, we have used a contouring threshold of 60%, a fairly common choice in industry. Most
of our results are not sensitive to the choice of contouring threshold, except two situations.

A.1 Sidewall Angle
When there is a sidewall angle, the projection model works well for isolated lines. One thing to note is that the
contouring threshold should not be set too high.

Figure 12a shows a SEM linescan over a trapezoidal edge without any roughness. Figure 12b shows a SEM
image of a line with a rough sidewall (as illustrated in figure 1). Setting the contouring threshold too high puts
the contour on top of the sidewall rather than near the outermost edge. This also makes it very sensitive to
noise.

A.2 Dense Lines and Spaces
As mentioned, lower layers of dense lines & spaces are darker in SEM images due to a shadowing effect from
neighbouring lines. This effect can be seen in figure 9. By eye, it is clear that a lower contouring threshold will
put the SEM contour closer to the projection model.

We have kept the threshold at a constant 60% in the main part of this study. Given that deeper sidewall
extrusions are darker than those near the top, one may expect that the projection model becomes more applicable
when the contouring threshold is lowered.

Typical PSDs are shown in figure 13 for various contouring thresholds. As the contouring threshold is lowered,
the measured PSD becomes more similar to the projection model: the PSD at low frequencies decreases while
the PSD at high frequencies increases.

However, even at a very low 20% contouring threshold, the difference remains obvious. It is conceivable
that an even lower contouring threshold will eventually match the projection model. If so, this will not be a
practically useful limit because such extreme contouring thresholds are very sensitive to SEM noise.
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Figure 12. SEM images of isolated trapezoidal structures, 40 nm high and with an 85◦ sidewall angle. (a) SEM linescan
over a structure without any roughness. The shaded area represents the shape of the structure. (b) SEM image of an
isolated 3D rough line. The red and green curves show the measured contour lines at different threshold settings. The
roughness parameters are the same as in figure 4.
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Figure 13. Measured PSDs for various contouring thresholds in dense lines & spaces. Physical parameters are the same
as in figure 10.
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Figure 14. Sketch of the line profile studied in appendix B. We study lines with perfectly straight and vertical sidewalls.
The top of the resist is modulated by a roughness model.

APPENDIX B. TOP ROUGHNESS
Resist features have roughness everywhere, not only along the sidewall. The projection model predicts that
roughness on the top of the resist does not influence the measured LER. It is good to verify this.

We study resist lines with roughness only on the top, as illustrated in figure 14. The sidewalls are now flat,
the sidewall angle is 90◦. If the projection model is correct, the SEM contour is pure white noise. The roughness
on top of the feature is described by the same PSD as before, equation (1), with σ = 1nm, ξx = ξy = 10nm and
H = 0.5.

Simulation results are shown in figure 15. The figures on the left show contoured SEM images, the figures on
the right show the measured PSDs. The noise floor was not subtracted from the measured PSDs. The measured
PSDs are almost flat, but not perfectly.

We have the following explanation for this effect. The top roughness is clearly visible in the SEM images.
Because of this, the brightness of the line edges is also modulated. The brightness of the substrate is (on average)
constant. The bright parts of the edge push the measured contour slightly outwards, hence the top roughness
“leaks” into the measured LER. However, this effect is negligible compared to the usual power contained in
LER signals (cf. figures 2, 5, 10). We estimate that the total variance due to non-white noise in figure 15b is
0.0014 nm2. In figure 15d, this is 0.011 nm2.

APPENDIX C. MATHEMATICAL DETAILS OF THE PSD
Roughness is often characterized in terms of the autocovariance function R(x). A common choice is a stretched
exponential,30

R(x) = σ2 exp

(
−
∣∣∣∣xξ
∣∣∣∣2α
)
, (4)

where α is the roughness exponent.
In this work, we have used the PSD of Palasantzas,18 which corresponds to the following autocovariance

function:

R(x) =
21−Hσ2

Γ(H)

∣∣∣∣xξ
∣∣∣∣H KH

(∣∣∣∣xξ
∣∣∣∣) . (5)

Ka(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. If H = 1/2, this is identical to the autocovariance of
equation (4) with α = 1/2. For H ̸= 1/2, equations (4) and (5) remain similar, with H taking the role of α. The
main advantage of Palasantzas’s choice is that the PSD has a known analytical form for all roughness exponents.

The 1D PSD, equation (2), can be obtained by Fourier transformation of equation (5):

PSD(f) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dx e−2πifx 21−Hσ2

Γ(H)

∣∣∣∣xξ
∣∣∣∣H KH

(∣∣∣∣xξ
∣∣∣∣) (6)

=
Γ(H + 1/2)

Γ(H)

2
√
πξσ2

[1 + (2πfξ)2]
H+1/2

. (7)
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Figure 15. Simulated SEM images and measured PSDs for features with roughness on top of the lines only, as illustrated
in figure 14. (a) and (b) are for isolated lines; (c) and (d) for dense lines & spaces. The noise floor was not subtracted
from the measured PSDs in figures (b) and (d).

The 2D PSD can also be found from the autocovariance function of equation (5). To allow for different
correlation lengths in the x and y directions, we replace |x/ξ| by

√
(x/ξx)2 + (y/ξy)2:

R(x, y) =
21−Hσ2

Γ(H)

[(
x

ξx

)2

+

(
y

ξy

)2
]H/2

KH

√( x

ξx

)2

+

(
y

ξy

)2
 . (8)

The 2D PSD, equation (1), can be obtained by 2D Fourier transformation:

PSD(fx, fy) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dxdy e−2πi(fxx+fyy) R(x, y) (9)

=
4πHσ2ξxξy

[1 + (2πfxξx)2 + (2πfyξy)2]
H+1

. (10)

For ξx = ξy, this equation reduces to the original isotropic form in the work of Palasantzas.18
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